
 

The new normal, 5 plant-based food trends for 2020

2019 was, by far, the biggest year the meat-alternative industry had ever seen. This is not surprising given the rapid growth
of plant-based living and veganism.

The year kicked off by being named the ‘Year of the Vegan’ by Economist, and it continued to change hearts and minds
through the environmental activism of people like Greta Thunberg, movies like The Game Changers and the UN
IPCC reports that unpacked the impact that eating meat has on the planet.

As the demand continues to grow, I predict that less meat, more plants is going to become the new normal. Here are some
of the trends I see as ‘game-changers’ for South African grocery baskets in 2020.
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The industry will redefine how plant proteins are categorised in retail.

Even in South Africa, the growth in product options has been phenomenal. This is forcing retailers to respond and adapt.  I
predict that plant-protein won’t just be allocated a small portion of the freezer section, but will move into the protein
mainstream and will be allocated space accordingly.
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Look out for ready-made and chilled products, a broader range of frozen goodies and a massive leap in dairy alternatives
sitting alongside the milk, cheese and yoghurt.

A strong focus on convenience and flavour.

South Africa is a meat-eating nation. The majority of adults have been raised eating meat and many struggle to create a
meal without ‘meat’. This was the driving force behind why my dad started making Fry’s sausages and burgers in our
kitchen nearly 30 years ago.

Plant protein is in higher demand but in order to create sustainable change in people’s food habits, food innovators are
going to have to keep raising the bar on both convenience and flavour. Burgers, sausages, hotdogs, pies, schnitzels and
nuggets that are versatile, easy to prepare and delicious will unlock new consumer categories and target markets.
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Scale, accessibility and affordability.

Meat alternatives and plant-based eating can no longer be classified as niche. Yes, we still have a way to go when it comes
to market penetration, but I believe we are truly mainstream now.

This means more product options in more locations across the country at a price-point that is competitive to meat products.
While there will always be place for high-end imported products, the real growth and change is going to be instituted by the
brands that can reach more people with products that are just as good.

This trend is also showing itself in food services with restaurant chains like Steers, Spur, Panarottis and Afro’s Chicken all
working closely with our food innovation team to create meat-alternatives that satisfy all their customers.

Continued growth in meat-free movements.

In 2019, South Africa had the fifth-highest number of signs ups to Veganuary and we are anticipating even more this year
(South Africans can take the pledge here). The Meat Free Monday movement has continued to grow year on year, and has
taken on a life of its own across social media and mainstream media.

We are even seeing big meat-focused brands like Steers embracing Meat Free Monday to encourage their customers to
try their new vegetarian menu options. I believe that these movements offer a safe and accessible way for people to explore
plant-based eating, and I see them continuing to grow in 2020.

FRIDAY COLLECTION SPECIAL: R60 Vegan Chick Chilli Cheese ���� Our
power is back. Order before 4pm!�� - - -
#vegan #veganfood #capetownvegan #highprotein
#highproteinvegan #dairyfree #crueltyfree #veganprotein
#plantbased #capetown #herbivore #herbivorous
#govegan #southafrican #southafrica
A post shared by Herbivorous - Vegan Eats (@herbivorous_eats) on Dec 13, 2019 at 4:18am PST
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Spur launches new vegetarian and plant-based menu
19 Nov 2019
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More youngsters making plant-based choices and driving their family’s grocery choices.

Teenagers and young millennials are extraordinary. They are informed, brave and focused and will be the generation to
institute real change for the sake of the planet, the animals and vulnerable people. The youth are embracing the idea of less
meat and they are not feeling deprived by their choices.
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Sink your teeth into a mouth-watering, flame-grilled Veggie Burger on
#MeatFreeMonday. Grab our Mushroom Veggie Burger or Original Veggie
Burger.
A post shared by SteersSA (@steers.sa) on Nov 10, 2019 at 11:40pm PST
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They seem to intrinsically understand that it is fundamental to the survival of the planet. This is why I believe the plant-
based movement is not a gimmicky trend likely to lose momentum – it’s a sustainable, radical and permanent shift in
consciousness.
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School strike week 61. Edmonton. Organisers say 10 000-12 000 people!
#climatestrike #fridaysforfuture #schoolstrike4climate
A post shared by Greta Thunberg (@gretathunberg) on Oct 18, 2019 at 2:53pm PDT
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